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UP-FRONT NEWS
Dear Friends,
Dear Staff Members,
Have you heard about Brainprinting by Forster? Intense research and development
endeavours will help us maintain our edge in the printing technologies for the future.
In doing so we have attached a new name to our strategic innovation partnership
and devoted a special website to it. Read more about this new type of cooperation
with innovative enterprises on the next pages.
This issue also reports on legally compliant tunnel signs created in connection with
ASFINAG’s new tunnel scheme and discusses several projects involving facility signs,
advertising and shelving systems.
Once again, the new issue of Forster Aktuell supplies you with the latest news about
our broad performance spectrum in all our lines of business. Our intention is to
demonstrate our constant effort to improve existing lines, develop new products and
offer a high standard in customer liaison and support.
Our efforts are not restricted to Austria or Europe. If you should spend this year’s
holiday down under you might well come across noise barriers made by Forster. For
more details see the article on noise protection.

Enjoy reading the latest news!

Christian Forster
Managing Director, Forster Holding GmbH
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GOOD NEWS

FORSTER T-SHIRTS

We show off our company
Last December, newly designed Forster T-shirts were distributed to all Forster members as a visible sign of our corporate identity. The displays department wholeheartedly rooted for the idea, promptly showing off their all-encompassing team spirit
and sense of togetherness.

NEW ONLINE SHOP

User-friendly
The new online shop recently launched its website of Forster’s entire
range of traffic engineering products as well as warning, information and caution signs. From the very start our new service has been
welcomed by our customers and users find it easy to navigate and
browse through the online shop.

Trade show preview

Visit us at one of the following trade shows in the spring of 2017:
ASTRAD – Austria’s largest trade fair for community requirements
Priorities: traffic engineering, facility signs, noise barriers
Date: 10–11 May 2017
Venue: Messe Wels
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Munich Traffic Noise Protection Days – in-depth displays and interesting
lectures on noise screening
Priority: noise barriers
Date: 16–17 February 2017
Venue: Munich University of Applied Sciences

Trade show review
Community trade fair
At the trade fair for community needs in
Klagenfurt, visitors could test our new
online shop on tablets specially made available at our stand. Testing our monument
sign with integrated NFC technology was
similarly popular: simply activate NFC on
your mobile, point towards the target and
get information on a tourist landmark or
feature.
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CUSTOMER FOCUS

NEW REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
FOR TYROL AND VORARLBERG

Richard Schölzhorn
orn
is our new man in
n the west.
At the start of the new year, Richard Schölzhorn became the
new regional sales manager for our customers in Tyrol and
Vorarlberg. A native Tyrolean, he will advise and support you
in all matters of traffic engineering and facility signs.

Upon the end of the previous year, Ernst Buchriegler after
37 years as the company’s regional sales manager for Tyrol
and Vorarlberg entered into his “active leisure-time phase”
of the part-time scheme for older workers. He had joined our
field staff already in 1980 and moved to Innsbruck in 1982
where he worked as the regional sales manager for Forster’s
customers in Tyrol and Vorarlberg right until the end of 2016.
For him, the important sides of his work were reliability and
punctuality – and in particular “the enormous enjoyment to
be had from customer contacts”. The Tyrolean-by-choice has
been married to a genuine Tyrolean since 1983, and he is the
chairman of a hobby football team in Innsbruck. Other passions include skiing, mountaineering, cooking – and Greece.

The signposts for the car
park routing system feature
red as the signal colour
against white lettering.
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NEW SIGNAGE FOR KUFSTEIN

A routing system not just
for tourists
In the summer of 2016, Kufstein was given a new guidance system for hotels and
government buildings. At the same time it had a new parking guidance and information system installed. Forster Verkehrs- und Werbetechnik was responsible
for producing and supplying all signs and attachment systems as well as for their
foundations and installation.
After two years of preparations and
thorough planning works, an allencompassing routing system was
launched at Kufstein in June 2016.
The signs serve to direct traffic
participants and control the flow of
traffic. They are especially intended
to help non-residents quickly find
their way around the town. Routes
to government offices, strategically
important public infrastructure,
places of high visitor frequency
and three- and four-star hotels are
pointed out continuously at the
motorway exits and other key
locations.
The new signs were developed
by the Kufstein town marketing
department in collaboration with
designer and consultant motasdesign. All the parties involved
focused on user friendliness and
visual appeal, two criteria that are
easily met by the two sign systems
chosen. Another important factor
was ensuring that signs could
be quickly replaced to respond to
changes in the routing.

The logo’s design and integration provide a strong
and immediate visual link
to the town.
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Technical details
The guidance system for hotels
and government buildings consists
of single and double sectional
frames of the Combiflex CF 40
system and individually switchable
sign panels. The side uprights were
coated in RAL 9017, and the replaceable hollow sections digitally
imprinted in contrasting colours.
A flexible round top, marking the
quarters of Kufstein, is open at
the top and bottom and similarly
powder-coated in RAL 9017.
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

Bereits von den vielen
Vorteilen überzeugt:
Das WIFI St. Pölten
setzt die BPT-Adapter
auf ihren öffentlichen
Parkflächen ein.

The St. Niklas underground road has been built with safety foremost in mind. It was opened to
traffic on 9 June 2016, following a general overhaul and the addition of further safety features.
HIGH POWER LEDS

Further improving tunnel
safety in Austria

With a view to further stepping up traffic safety, ASFINAG has for years focused on widening and overhauling its tunnels. Since 2016, investment funds have been flowing mostly into 24 major tunnel projects in all
parts of Austria, which are provided with a twin tube or upgraded to the current state of technology. Moreover, tunnel entrance areas are redesigned to achieve a standardised appearance and uncluttered layout.

The safety features of ASFINAG
tunnels must comply with the
minimum requirements set out
in the EU directive on road tunnels and the Austrian Road Tunnel
Safety Act. Two key items are the
consistent and coherent design of
the tunnel entrance areas and clear
marking of escape routes.
Drawing on the same source, Forster has expanded its range of tunnel signs and is well-known for its
expertise in implementing tunnel
sign schemes.
FORSTER aktuell 1/2017
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Reliability from LED technology Ú Whether speed limit
signs, no-passing signs or signs
indicating breakdown bays and
escape routes – they all need to
be properly executed and easily visible from afar in order to
ensure smooth traffic flows and
safe handling of an emergency
in the tunnel. In such a context
internally illuminated traffic and
information signs that use LED
technology have an edge when it
comes to traffic safety: they are
much less likely to fail. Forster
typically opts for projecting flagtype designs as traffic and information signs and wall-mounted
signs as escape route lights.
Supplementary signs Ú The full
range of tunnel signs includes not
just illuminated signs and LEDpowered variable message signs.
In its capacity of supplier of traffic
engineering products Forster also
offers non-illuminated and static
signs as well as products and solutions for tunnel aprons:
Û Gantries fitted with variable
message signs:
LED or prism models
Û Illuminated emergency exit
routing signs:
retroreflecting, double-faced
Û Emergency telephone signs:
retroreflecting, double-faced
Û Information and tunnel
name signs:
at the tunnel entrance
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Benefits:
Û LED modules fitted with high-power LEDs
have a much longer service life than standard
fluorescent lamps. They are operated at 30%
of the rated current which further increases
their useful life.
Û Maintenance-free.
Û Temperature-resistant silicone clamping
profile (250°C for 60 minutes).
Û IP 65 protection: 6 bar water pressure,
temperature range –25°C to +60°C.
Û Certified pursuant to EN 12899-1:2007.
Û Compliance with structural requirements
pursuant to RVS 09.01.23.
Numerous successful in-depth tests confirm
the high-quality make and compliance with
all safety requirements and standards.

Evacuation lamp fitted with high-power
LED modules at the underside illuminates
potential obstacles on the escape route.
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

The motorway had to be
closed for just 6.5 minutes in
order to install the gantry.
It was lifted in with a
220 ton lorry-mounted
crane using a 71 ton
counterweight.

FIFTY-FIVE METRES IN JUST SIX AND A HALF MINUTES

XXL gantry
In early December, the longest
gantry ever to leave the Forster
works at Waidhofen was set up
at the A6 motorway next to the
South Nuremberg interchange.
The gantry is of the truss type and
was built to a span of 54.75 metres
and a weight of 48.58 tons. Due to
the excessive transport height the
beam was delivered in two parts
and assembled on site. The job was
handled by a team that included

QSG Verkehrstechnik GmbH and
Grimm GmbH & Co KG.
Installation in record time Ú
Grimm carried out the installation
works in the night between 1 and 2
December 2016 – and they did it in
record time: the A6 motorway had
to be closed down in both directions for just six and a half minutes.
This logistic master stroke called
for the superior project competence
shown by the Forster Group in its

traffic engineering capacity: once a
contract is accepted by Forster, all
parties involved sit down together
to minutely plan all project activities. They draw up the clearance
documents, compute the structural
analysis, plan the materials and
equipment required and specify the
installation procedure. Services of
the Forster team also include negotiations with traffic authorities and
site supervision.

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS FOR SHIPPING LANES

Regulated passage

Traffic on navigable waterways is subject to
clear regulations. The Nordbahn bridge in
Vienna is fitted with prism-type variable message signs made by Forster to indicate which
of the shipping lanes are closed to passage.
FORSTER aktuell 1/2017
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VOESTALPINE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS LINZ GMBH

Highly conspicuous
from afar

The 28 metre logo
is visible even from
a distance.

In mid-September the new production building of the second pcb
works was opened on the Voest
premises in Linz. It accommodates
the facilities to make innovative
laser-welded printed circuit boards
from super high strength steel
for automotive construction. The
building was fitted with the logo of
its owner, voestalpine Automotive
Components Linz GmbH. The sign
has a length of almost 28 metres
and is installed at a height of 15
metres above floor level. The lasercut letters consist of aluminium
and were powder-coated to a deep
black which ensures a no-nonsense
appearance that is highly visible
even from a great distance.
The signposts pointing to the
new building also originated at
the Forster works. They are of the
Combiflex CF40 type – a robust
FORSTER aktuell 1/2017

and emblematic design. Panel
sizes can be graduated in width
and height, and the system offers
numerous design options to vary
the final outcome.
Products made by the Forster
Group are far from rare in and
around other buildings on the
voestalpine locations. Numerous
facility signs, door signs, inside
signposts, monument signs, traffic
signs and many more items bear
witness to a business cooperation
between Forster and voestalpine
which has being going on for more
than 25 years.

The Combiflex CF40
routing system is used
almost everywhere on the
voestalpine compound.
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ADVERTISING SYSTEMS

FISCHER SKI DISPLAY

Perfectly showcased:
The CURV
“Think of a hard, freshly groomed
slope in the morning. Like wheels
on rails. Pure adrenaline, total
power and full concentration – in
every turn. The snow crunches, the
edges burn – THE PERFECT CURV.”
e

The display for “The CURV”
lures potential buyers of
Fischer professional skis.

Thus alluringly does Fischer
promote its latest product – “The
CURV”. The new skis are extremely
close to the professional equipment
from the World Cup but still suitable for the slopes. Made from the
very best materials, the skis must
obviously be accompanied by an
appropriate store presentation that
reflects their overwhelming power
and character.

To accentuate the high quality of
the skis, a black powder-coated
metal structure was used. It is bent
and tapers conically towards the
top. An almost invisible plastic support keeps the ski upright. Prominent digital printing on the front
points out the advantages of The
CURV which was developed with
the help of skiing legends Hans
Knauss, Mike von Grünigen and
Kristian Ghedina.
The display is featured in 150
selected stores worldwide.

TEEKANNE COUNTER DISPLAY

Weather-proof and quick to set up
Displays made of polypropylene are featherweights
and still robust: contrary to cardboard they do not
droop upon becoming wet – the perfect material
for the new Teekanne counter display which is
used in a wide range of locations, including swimming pools and kiosks, many of them exposed to
adverse weather conditions. The displays, made of
PVC-free plastic webbed boards, have recesses for
three PET bottles. Supplied flat-packed, they
are easy to set up with a double-sided tape.
The counter display promotes the new Teekanne Fresh tea: freshly brewed directly from
the bottle: #dasistfresh.
The Teekanne displays are made of PVC-free
plastic webbed boards to make them robust
and lightweight.
FORSTER aktuell 1/2017
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HOFER POSTER FRAME
DM HOT SPOT

Quality cosmetics in
the limelight

Low-key head-turner

Lighting integrated in the Hot Spot showcases
high-quality products such as perfumes.

Accentuating a given product directly
on the shelf may be quite difficult given
that it stands right next to different
but still similar products. Druggist dm
uses its Hot Spot sales tool to put some
of its items into the spotlight. The Hot
Spots were made by Forster from white
powder-coated aluminium sheeting
with a front panel of acrylic plate glass.
A platform of satinised glass makes for
an elegant touch. Integrated lighting
provides a dramatic setting for highquality products. The Hot Spot can be
inserted directly into the shelf. It was
supplied in several versions designed as
perfect stages for beauty products and
perfumes.

FORSTER aktuell 1/2017

Modern, young, straightforward and simple
to use – the new poster frame for Hofer.
The latest eye-catcher in the shop windows of one of Austria’s
most successful food retailers is a black powder-coated aluminium section frame. Strictly speaking, it does not turn any heads –
and rightly so because the attention should be concentrated on
the posters and promotion schemes of Hofer.
The double-sided poster frame blends into the overall appearance but nevertheless sends out a modern, young and straightforward message – just what an operator of over 450 chain
stores wants for its modernisation drive. Sectional frames and
slip mounts with magnetic tape make it easy to switch posters.
To keep frame mounting as simple as possible for store staff the
frames were supplied with a tool and instructions for use. In the
recent past, Forster has been commissioned to carry out several
projects for Hofer, among others a leaflet display for the Hofer
travel agency (see Forster Aktuell issue 1/2016).
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BRAINPRINTING
BRAINPRINTING: FROM THE IDEA TO THE START OF PRODUCTION

We print ideas

by Forster”, Forster Verkehrs- und
Werbetechnik GmbH has set up a
strategic innovation partnership
scheme for innovative start-ups
and spin-offs that need a leading
technology provider in printing,
coating, metallising or plasmacoating to usher their ideas along
to actual practice.

Strategic innovation
partner for start-ups
When it comes to prints and
coatings, Forster is among the
technological leaders in Austria.
The Company is now proactively
looking for potential start-ups
and spin-offs whose products can
be made using Forster facilities.
Forster’s “Brainprinting” concept
offers a successful co-creation
scheme for innovative start-ups.
When a good idea is to reach
its production stage it needs an
experienced production partner.
Under the heading “Brainprinting

In offering this special mode of
co-creation, Forster does not take
a stake in the start-up but rather
helps it develop its business idea
towards the production stage. The
partnership follows specified rules:
the start-up assumes the development and sales risk, and Forster is
responsible for the production risk.
Once the product has arrived at the
production stage, Forster continues on as the production partner.
Existing as well as new patents
originating from the partnership
are the property of the start-up or
spin-off.

Successful cooperation
partners
In this way, there is a classic winwin situation for all sides: special teams with tried-and-tested
processes and large expertise will
regularly come up with realistic production solutions. Through closely
cooperating from the very start,
Forster knows the needs of the customer down to the smallest detail
and delivers the product exactly as
required. Meanwhile the customer
can concentrate on its business and
core competence. The “Brainprinting by Forster” has already given
extraordinary proof of its value in
several instances. Previous partners
include the successful start-ups
Crystalsol, WMT, Gleebees and Loiss.

Our innovation partners
Fully aware that innovation is
driven by cooperation between
clever minds, Forster has built up a
constant network of contacts with
science and research institutions
as well as a wide range of industrial
and commercial businesses. These
include the University of Applied
Sciences in Wr. Neustadt, the
Austrian Institute of Technology
AIT, TÜV Austria, OFI, Joanneum
Research, Stensborg and Inocon
Technology.

Once the product has reached the
production stage Forster continues to
be a reliable partner that assumes the
production technology risk.

FORSTER aktuell 1/2017
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Brainprinting in practice
Û Sensor printing
Sensor printing covers all kinds of
printed sensor technology. Applications of the technology are
manifold, ranging from small-scale
bending and touch sensors to presence detectors in floors.

Û Photovoltaic printing
With its long-term experience in
production, including reel-to-reel
screen printing and lamination,
Forster is the ideal partner to produce the novel flexible photovoltaic
film created by Crystalsol.

Û Hologram printing
This innovation came about by
a partnership with Stensborg
established within the scope of our
Brainprinting scheme. Encapsulation with a transparent foil and
application on a metallic mirror
surface ensure high-quality hologram effects.

Û Plasma printing
Plasma printing is all about the
core process: atmospheric plasma
coating. Jointly with Inocon Technologie, Forster developed and
constructed a universal demonstrator which can be used for (product)
specific tests within the scope of
a team project organised by the
network of partner companies.

Û Printed electro-conductive layers – printed
heating layers
Thermoprinting uses conductive varnishes that are
either commercially available or have been specially
developed by partner companies. The varnishes can
be applied equally to rigid and flexible substrates.
The conductive varnishes are typically contacted by
printed silver conductors or, alternatively, by copper
conductors.
Forster has specialised in screen-printing thermally
conducting pastes and has built up a large range of
machines to print the heat transfer layers and process the heating elements.
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Atmospheric plasma coating
opens up innumerable applications with an inexhaustible potential in
a wide range of production fields.
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SHELVING SYSTEMS

CENTRE TECHNIQUE DU LIVRE DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT SUPÉRIEUR (CTLES)

Valuable knowledge stored
on 125 kilometres of shelving
Books that deserve to be archived
are treasures that merit being
kept in an equally valuable shelving system. The French Ministry
of Culture shows the way.
In 1983, university libraries and
other storage facilities in Île-deFrance were at the end of their
capacities. In response to this
emergency, the Ministry of Culture
created the CTLes (Centre Technique du Livre de l'Enseignement
Supérieur) just 30 kilometres away
from Paris at Bussy-Saint-Georges.
The Centre was modelled along
the lines of the Harvard library. It
was opened in 1996, and extended

already in 2006 due to the growing
demand for its services. In 2016, the
75 kilometres of shelving, holding
three million books, were again
extended by a new building that
offers another 50 kilometres of
shelving.
CTLes comprises not just rare
collections but also offers temporary storage, e.g. providing a safe
heaven for books when the home
library undergoes extensive renovation work. It thus serves as a host
for the French National Library and
other cultural and education institutions in Greater Paris when they
need to rent archiving space.
FORSTER aktuell 1/2017
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FOREG® Twin Space: the two-level structure
optimally uses high-ceilinged rooms.

Twin Space utilises the full floorto-ceiling height Ú The archive
part of the new building extends
over three floors. Mobile and stationary shelving systems are each
put to good use. Thus a FOREG®
Twin Space system, complete with
an intermediate platform, is fitted
on the ground floor. The system is
of the mobile type and has two levels, so as to make the best possible
use of the high-ceilinged rooms.
Electric control, quiet movement
and automatic lighting of the aisle
are among the many advantages of
the Twin Space shelving system.
Mobile shelving doubles storage space Ú Illuminated mobile
shelves were fitted on the first
and third floors. Contrary to their
stationary counterparts, which are
i.a. used on the second floor, the
mobile version of the FOREG® 2000
framework system opens up only
FORSTER aktuell 1/2017

one aisle at a time, thereby almost
doubling the available storage
space. Thanks to a rail system that
is perfectly harmonised with the
drive, FOREG® shelving systems
enable library staff to move even
heavy loads with a minimum of
muscle power.
The next extension is already in
the works Ú The next addition of
another 50 kilometres of shelving is planned for 2026, to keep
up with the enormous demand
for storage capacity among the
libraries in Paris. All the buildings
are interconnected – ideal prerequisites for economical and reliable
archiving.

The archive was extended by 50
kilometres of shelving.
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NOISE BARRIERS

INNOVATIVE WALL PANELS FOR FRANKFURT TUNNEL

Noise protection for a
green oasis
Mid-December saw the opening of the Europagarten Tunnel, one of
the foremost civil engineering projects in Frankfurt. Forster subsidiary
Colberg & Forster was contracted to supply and install the highly absorbing noise panelling for the tunnel portals.

Right in the middle of Frankfurt,
a totally new quarter is being created: the "Europaviertel" (European
Quarter) with spacious green areas
to make for a particularly high
quality of living. But what about the
through-traffic? The cars are simply
passed through a 395 metre tunnel
underneath the new Europagarten.
To ensure that future residents can
enjoy the quietness, noise protection was a priority in building the
tunnel. From February to November
2016, four apron walls and eight
tunnel walls at the portals were
fitted with 950 square metres of
highly noise-absorbing wall panels,
670 square metres of them provided
with decorative printing.
FORSTER
R aktuell 1/2017

NOISE BARRIERS
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NOISE PROTECTION DOWN UNDER

Made to measure Ú The Europagarten Tunnel is a prominent example
for the high flexibility and multiple
applications offered by FONOCON®
noise screens made of aluminium
which are ideally suited to implement
customised projects. In designing the
arrangement of the noise protection
panels, planners had to account for
the curving apron walls as much as
for the radius of the tunnel portal,
ensuring that inclined surfaces,
recesses and the large number of
service doors would all be taken into
consideration.
Designed appearance Ú The noise
screen also doubled as a design element. The highly noise-absorbing
panels were directly imprinted, which
naturally did not at all affect their
noise protection properties. The creative design was furnished by Gregor
Schibblock and his team from the
schibblock advertising agency. Print
design, print quality, print and colour
intensity were all directly harmonised with the agency and community officials, and the details were
agreed at Forster’s in the course of the
sampling procedure..
Sustainably reproducible Ú Each
individual panel was given an ID
number and alignment mark which
will make it possible to reproduce
single panels in the event that they
are damaged. In this way, the attractive design of the noise barrier will be
preserved intact for a long time.

Austria meets Australia

Forster noise barriers protect residents
along the ring road of Townsville.

In the course of its internationalisation drive, Forster has ventured into
Australia. Its local distributor A1 Highways Pty Ltd has just completed the
first Forster project down under.
Townsville, a place of 190,000 people in northern Queensland at Australia’s
eastern coast, opened a new section of its ring road on 12 December 2016. It
features 3,200 square metres of unilaterally high-absorbent noise panels of
the FONOCON® SE 1 type. The barrier’s colour scheme comprises three shades
of grey, with dark basalt grey dominating the bottom part of the wall. The elements were given an anti-graffiti coating.
The order was preceded by an approval procedure which involved testing the
Forster noise protection element for compliance with Technical Standards
MRTS15, as a result of which it was approved by the Department of Transport
and Main Roads of the Queensland government.

The "Europaviertel" in the centre of Frankfurt
The "Europaviertel" (European Quarter), located centrally between the exhibition grounds and the main
station, Platz der Einheit and Rebstockgelände, is the last large-scale urban development zone in Frankfurt.
The tunnel underneath Europagarten required excavating some 99,000 cubic metres of soil, injecting
30,000 cubic metres of concrete and placing 6,300 tons of reinforcement steel. The two outer tubes will
take up cars and lorries, while the central tube will hold the future metro track. Yet all
that mass of concrete is to receive a touch of green as well. At present, landscaping works are
being carried out for the Europagarten, a park of about 60,000 square metres sited atop the tunnel.
They are slated to be completed in mid-2017. The third tunnel tube is to be opened for the metro
line in 2022.

FOR
FORSTER
aktuell 1/2017
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INSIDE NEWS

News from Forster
Group staff
Û ANNIVERSARIES
Waidhofen/Ybbs:
45 YEARS

Johann Rigler
35 YEARS

Regina Hofer
Johann Klement
Andreas Moro
Karl Pöstinger
Silvia Ressl
Leopold Seisenbacher
30 YEARS

Stefan Reiter
Elvira Ritzinger
Gabriele SchindelbacherSchmolmüller
25 YEARS

Roman Dallhammer
Manfred Hofmacher
Robert Pilz
Josef Pitner
Maria Plank
Regina Plank
Ermin Sovtic
Amel Vincevic
20 YEARS

Ernst Asanger

Andreas Forster
Hannes Haselsteiner
Jian-Ahmed Mudaffer
Johannes Oberaigner
Andreas Reitbauer
Ernst Schelmbauer
Thomas Schreiner
Johann Stockinger
Gertraud Tatzreiter
Dzemil Tutkur
Reinhard Wagner

15 YEARS

Martin Bladerer
Mathias Fösl
Sabina Halilovic
Edith Herrnegger
Safet Jamak
Renate Kopetzky
Johann Leichtfried
Zuhra Ramljak
Sonja Schölnhammer
Christoph Sterlinger
Martina Sterlinger
Friedrich Stockinger
10 YEARS

Alois Aspalter
Simon Brunthaler
Regina Fleischanderl

Anna-Elisabeth Forster
Roswitha Hochstrasser
Roland Hopf
Margareta Pechhacker
Ingeborg Rücklinger
Reinhard Schneckenleitner
Christa Stockinger
Heide Maria Stütz
Hemdo Vincevic
St. Peter/Au:

35 YEARS

Alois Geiblinger
Johann Kaineder
30 YEARS

Alois Wieser
25 YEARS

Manfred Kalkhofer
Günter Knoll
Karoline Mayrhofer
Stefan Mayrhofer
Thomas Öhlinger
20 YEARS

Brigitte Baumgartner
Markus Buder
Tiberiu Gal
Renate Hofer

HONOURS CEREMONY 2016

A festive ceremony in December 2016 was dedicated to honouring all those who celebrated
a jubilee at Forster. For his address, Christian
Forster took a short trip into the past, followed
by expressions of pride in what the guests of
honours and everybody present have achieved
over the years of their employment. He was
enthusiastic in his thanks for their long years of
service and loyalty to the company.
In this connection he also praised the spirit of
internal cooperation and the great commitment
given by all. Attendees from St. Peter/Au used the
occasion to make a grand tour of the twin plant at
Waidhofen/Ybbs.

The honours ceremony is always a welcome
occasion to remember the years of working
together in and for the company.
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INSIDE NEWS

Û OCCUPATIONAL
TRAINING
Josef Leitner
Adolf Schäffer
Franz Schaumdögl

15 YEARS

Leopold Berndl
Alma Delilovic
Birgit Fischer
Anneliese Gruber
Franz Grubhofer
Erika Paukner
Manuel Reickersdorfer
Leopold Ritt
Jolanta Stachowska
10 YEARS

Manuela Bichler
Harald Seyerlehner
Thomas Zacharias

Thomas Hornbachner (metal engineering, mechanical engineering
module) has passed the first form
with excellent success.

Û FAMILY SKIING EVENT

Û TRAINING
AND OCCUPATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

On Saturday, 21 January 2017, Forster held its annual
Company Skiing Championship of 2017, alpine skiing
and snowboarding disciplines, at the Forsteralm. The
winner was found at the giant slalom, organised by
the winter sports section of UNION Waidhofen/Ybbs.
It was a close race, and the new champion is Thomas
Spacil thanks to doing the best time of the day, followed by Moritz Hofmacher (born in 2003), Alexander
Spacil (born in 2006), Konrad Ritt and Andreas Reitbauer.
The women’s races saw Dorli Hofmacher victorious,
before Daniela Dürauer, Viktoria Kalkhofer and Barbara
Wieser. Among the ladies, the best time was made by
Elisa Hofmacher, who is just eleven years old (and the
daughter of Dorli Hofmacher, winner of the women’s
age category). Once again, many enthusiastic children
attended the 2017 Forster run and put in a great performance overall.

Master of Business
Administration

25 YEARS

Bernd Bolle-Lo
Ulrich Lützler
15 YEARS

Mieczyslaw Lis
10 YEARS

Jessica Preißner

Û RETIREMENT
Waidhofen/Ybbs:
Ernst Buchriegler
Carol Bogar
Brigitte Hiesböck
St. Peter/Au:
Rupert Steinbichler
Ida Schuller
Josef Dorfmair
Stefan Gutmandelberger
Leopold Berndl
Maria Grottenthaller
The management wants to express
its gratitude and appreciation for
their long years of loyalty to the
company and extends its best wishes
for their new life phase!

Forster Company Skiing Championship 2017

Ing. David Heigl, MBA
in the autumn of 2016 completed
the university course in executive
management MBA at the Faculty
of Business and Globalisation at
Danube University Krems with
distinction. Following the successful
examination by the commission in
October 2016 he was awarded the
academic title of Master of Business
Administration (MBA).
UNIVERSITY ACCEPTANCE AND
DIPLOMA EXAMINATION
Reinhard Schneckenleitner
completed with good success the advanced training course in mechatronics at the Waidhofen/Ybbs technical
college. The course took two years
and ended with a university acceptance and diploma examination.
Our congratulations on their excellent
performance and our best wishes for
their further career!
Status as of 12/2016
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Sports and
leisure

Nina Trawetzky (trainee industrial
manager) has passed the apprenticeship completion examination.

Arbitec-Forster:

The management wants to express to
all celebrants its gratitude and appreciation for their long years of loyalty
to the company and looks forward to
continuing our excellent cooperation.

19

The day’s fastest Thomas Spacil
and Elisa Hofmacher plus the
three top-ranking ladies:
Barbara Wieser,
Dorli Hofmacher and
Daniela Dürauer.
Raimund Hüttenbrenner
gave out the awards.
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